. Disorder content for the nuclear proteins with annotated intra-nuclear compartments (red boxplots; NUCLEAR a dataset), with annotated and predicted intra-nuclear compartments (black boxplots; NUCLEAR ap dataset), and with annotated and predicted intra-nuclear compartments in the PPI network (blue boxplots; PPI NUCLEARap dataset). The leftmost set of three boxplots shows all non-nuclear proteins (red and black boxplots; NNUCLEAR dataset) and the non-nuclear proteins in the PPI network (blue boxplots; PPI NNUCLEAR dataset). The box plots include the first quartile, median andthird quartile while whiskers correspond to the 10th and 90th centiles of the disorder content of proteins in a given protein set. Disorder was annotated with the consensus of Espritz and IUPred. 
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Fanchi Meng, Insung Na, Lukasz Kurgan and Vladimir N. Uversky Figure S1 . Disorder content for the nuclear proteins with annotated intra-nuclear compartments (red boxplots; NUCLEAR a dataset), with annotated and predicted intra-nuclear compartments (black boxplots; NUCLEAR ap dataset), and with annotated and predicted intra-nuclear compartments in the PPI network (blue boxplots; PPI NUCLEARap dataset). The leftmost set of three boxplots shows all non-nuclear proteins (red and black boxplots; NNUCLEAR dataset) and the non-nuclear proteins in the PPI network (blue boxplots; PPI NNUCLEAR dataset). The box plots include the first quartile, median andthird quartile while whiskers correspond to the 10th and 90th centiles of the disorder content of proteins in a given protein set. Disorder was annotated with the consensus of Espritz and IUPred. Disorder content Table S1 . Disorder content, fraction of disordered proteins, and abundance of disordered domains for the nuclear proteins in specific intra-nuclear compartments from the NUCLEARa and NUCLEARap datasets and for the non-nuclear proteins from the NNUCLEAR dataset. Disorder was annotated with the consensus of Espritz and IUPred. Table S2 . Fraction of hub and intra-compartment hub proteins, average number of all and intra-compartment protein-protein interactions (PPIs), disorder content, fraction of disordered proteins, and abundance of disordered domains for the nuclear proteins in specific intra-nuclear compartments from the PPINUCLEARap datasets and for the non-nuclear proteins from the PPINNUCLEAR dataset. Disorder was annotated with the consensus of Espritz and IUPred. Figure S2 . Disorder content of the non-nuclear proteins from the NNUCLEAR dataset and proteins in the considered intra-nuclear compartment from the NUCLEAR a dataset. The box plots include the first quartile, median and third quartile while whiskers correspond to the 10th and 90th centiles of the disorder content of proteins in a given protein set. The black circle marker is the mean value of the disorder content. The significance of the differences in the median (mean) disorder content between proteins in a given compartment and non-nuclear proteins is annotated above the whiskers (right ofthe marker); + and − mean that the content of the nuclear proteins is significantly higher and lower (p-value < 0.01), respectively; "=" means that the difference is not significant (p-value ≥ 0.01). Disorder was annotated with the consensus of Espritz and IUPred. Figure S3 . Fraction of disordered proteins (black bars) and normalized number of disordered domains (gray line) for the non-nuclear proteins from the NNUCLEAR dataset and proteins in the considered intra-nuclear compartment from the NUCLEAR a dataset. Disorder was annotated with the consensus of Espritz and IUPred. Figure S4 . Fraction of proteins with no disordered domains (gray bars) and with at least 3 disordered domains (%3+DisDomProt) (black bars) for the non-nuclear proteins from the NNUCLEAR dataset and proteins in the considered intra-nuclear compartment from the NUCLEAR a dataset. Disorder was annotated with the consensus of Espritz and IUPred. Table S4 . Number of protein-protein interactions (PPIs), disorder content, fraction of disordered proteins, and abundance of disordered domains for the nuclear hub proteins and intra-nuclear hub proteins in specific intra-nuclear compartments from the PPINUCLEARap datasets and for the non-nuclear hub proteins from the PPINNUCLEAR dataset. Disorder was annotated with the consensus of Espritz and IUPred. . Green-and-white bar in the middle of the plot shows the predicted disorder agreement between these nine predictors, with green parts corresponding to disordered regions by consensus. Yellow bar shows the location of the predicted disorder-based binding site (MoRF region), whereas red and yellow circles at the bottom of the plots show locations of phosphorylation and acetylation sites, respectively; (C) Analysis of the interactivity of the bloom syndrome protein homolog (UniProt ID: O88700) by STRING computational platform [76] . STRING produces the network of predicted associations for a particular protein and its interactome. The network nodes are proteins, whereas the edges represent the predicted or known functional associations. There are seven types of evidence used in predicting the associations which are indicated in the resulting network by the differently colored lines, where a red line indicates the presence of fusion evidence; a green line-neighborhood evidence; a blue line-cooccurrence evidence; a purple line-experimental evidence; a yellow line-text mining evidence; a light blue line-database evidence; a black line-co-expression evidence [76] . 
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